Control of orienting movements: role of multiple tectal projections to the lower brainstem.
In movement neuroscience this past decade, a conceptual approach that puts emphasis on population coding was clearly dominant. The purpose of numerous studies has been to define presumably homogeneous groups of neurons on the basis of the correlation of their discharges with sensory and motor events. The goal of this chapter is to stress the importance of taking into account individual properties of neurons, this being an essential prerequisite for a biologically meaningful definition of neuron populations. Taking as an example the executive limb of the neural network controlling gaze movements, we demonstrate the functional and anatomical diversity of tectal and reticular neurons, which are generally considered as homogeneous populations and used, accordingly, as lumped elements in models. We argue that the extraction of effector-specific signals from the global command of gaze displacement is based not on the interplay between discrete neural modules, but rather on a gradual process of signal specification at all levels of the executive network. An eventual accurate description of this network will require knowledge of the unique combinations of afferent inputs and efferent connections for as many subsets of its constituent neurons as is conceivably possible.